
Crazy Wife 2561 

Chapter 2561 Who's The Ant?(1) 

Sparks flew everywhere! 

The two women's eyes, which were very unfriendly, met in the air, causing a crackling Silver Spark. Ming 

Song and the others, who were closer to them, could clearly feel the smell of gunpowder in the air. 

Although the two women had a big gap in strength, their auras were very similar. Putting aside the 

strength factor, this was the first time the two had really faced each other, so their auras could be said 

to be equal. 

As for their strength ... Mingge and the others did not dare to make a hasty judgment. 

The Dragon, Phoenix, and the vines that were entangled with each other seemed to have met their 

mortal enemy. They were in a deadlock. At the same time, the battle between Dongfang Yue and the 

others continued. 

After an unknown period of time, Leng ruoxue and Wu Cheng were still in a stalemate. As for the elders 

of the Dragon, Phoenix and white Tiger race who had not surrendered, when they saw that the situation 

was not good, they all found an opportunity to escape. 

Dongfang Yue and the rest did not stop her. Then, they went to Leng ruoxue's side. 

Looking at Wu Ling, whose face had turned red and whose eyes were burning with anger, Dongfang Yue 

teased with a smile,""Wuli, your men have either died or run away. You are the only one left. Will you 

surrender or run away?" 

It sounded like he was asking for Wu Jing's opinion, but it was obvious that he was trying to anger her. 

Not only that, before Wu Jing could answer, Dongfang Lin interrupted again,""Brother, look at what 

you're saying. How could rime ice possibly escape? Who was she? She's the current master of the divine 

realm. " 

"That's true. I've underestimated her. " Dongfang Yue made a show of knowing his mistake and changing 

for the better. 

Listening to the two brothers 'chiming in, Mingge and the others broke out in cold sweat. Was this a 

tactic? Using this method to distract the enemy's attention, and then infuriate the enemy to the point of 

losing their minds, and then they'll kill them all in one fell swoop? 

Mingge and the others expressed their appreciation for the Dongfang brothers 'actions. As expected, fog 

had been provoked. When she attacked, she was trembling with anger. Seeing her like this, they all 

sympathized with her. 

"AI! It's not easy to be a commander! God Lord cloudripple, quickly gather some subordinates!" Ming ze 

suggested, his face full of sincerity. 

"You're really smart, kid. " Dongfang Yue said as if he had thought of something. Then, he turned around 

and left the mountain with a few reverent-god level cultivators. 
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Ming ze watched Dongfang Yue and the others leave. No matter how stupid he was, he knew what they 

were doing. Unfortunately, he couldn't split himself and join in the fun! 

Ming ze felt very regretful. Just as he was slightly distracted, a vine suddenly hit him. The thorns on the 

vine stabbed into his skin, and the tiny straw in the suction cups on the head of the vine also quickly 

stabbed into his body. 

"Ah!" Ming ze cried out in alarm and quickly slashed at the rattan with his knife. However, what made 

him depressed was that the rattan only trembled slightly and did not suffer much damage. However, he 

could clearly feel that something in his body was rapidly flowing out. This feeling made him quite 

uncomfortable. 

"Dark swamp!" Seeing this, Mingge and the others immediately gave up on the entanglement with the 

rattan and ran to his side. They used their weapons to cut the rattan that had pierced into Ming ze's 

body, but the rattan was still not too damaged. 

At this time, the rattan that had been entangled with Mingge and the others also wrapped around them. 

They had to Dodge the attacks of the rattan while continuing to cut the rattan that was absorbing the 

life force of the underworld swamp. 

"You guys move aside." The demon saw that the situation was not good and hurried over. Then, a black 

divine power slowly gathered in his hand. The ball-shaped black divine power instantly expanded into 

the shape of a sharp blade. Then, the sharp edge of the dark light quickly cut toward the vine. With a 

bang, the vine that was inserted into Ming ze's body was cut in two. 

The rescued Ming ze's face was extremely pale. The demon quickly took out a pill and gave it to him. 

Only then did Ming ze's face look a little better. 

"How is this possible?" Suddenly, Wu Xiao's cry of disbelief reached everyone's ears. Then, everyone saw 

her eyes widen as she looked at the evildoer with a shocked expression. She then said with a shocked 

expression,"This is impossible! How did you break my vine?!" 

Wu Xiao was so surprised that she was almost stunned. Seeing that she was distracted, Leng ruoxue 

took the opportunity to swing her sword a few more times and cut the rattan. With a bang, she cut off 

another one. In a good mood, she kindly explained,""There are too many things that are impossible. Do 

you really think that your cane is omnipotent? God Lord fogripple, aren't you being a little too 

arrogant?" 

Leng ruoxue's taunting caused the dazed Wu Xiao to snap back to her senses. However, the look of 

disbelief on her face did not disappear at all. After she heard Leng ruoxue's words, she was even more 

furious and shouted,""My vines aren't that easy to cut off!" 

"I've already cut off two. " Leng ruoxue reminded him with a smile. 

"You ..." Are a pervert! Wu Xuan cursed in her heart. At the same time, Xuan Yi's cry for help came from 

her heart,""Divine Master, we've been surrounded. The opponents are too strong, and we're all injured. 

What should we do now?" 



What to do? What to do? 'Damn it!' This bunch of useless trash! Hearing the voice transmission in her 

heart, Wu Ling's anger deepened by a few layers. The light in her bloodshot red eyes was dark and 

unclear, making it impossible to know what she was thinking. 

At the moment, Xuan Yi and the other two reverent-gods from the Divine Master's estate were having a 

private chat with Dongfang Yue and the others who had surrounded them. They stood in a fighting 

stance and chatted, occasionally having a little fun. However, the subordinates they had brought along 

were not as relaxed as them. In fact, the people who were really besieged were their subordinates. As 

for them, they were just putting on a show. 

Dongfang Yue was fighting with Xuan Yi with ease. While fighting, he couldn't help but ask,""Aren't you 

afraid that Rime will be angry if you guys betray us like this?" 

"Are we betraying others? Aren't we fighting? Who can you blame if you're not as good as him!" Xuan Yi 

blinked his eyes and said with an innocent expression. 

"Alright! I was being meddlesome!" Dongfang Yue was helpless. He suddenly felt some sympathy for Wu 

mo. That woman had set him up. Did this count as her karma? Among the people around her, other than 

the Men in Black whom she had trained, there was no one who was truly loyal to her. 

At first, Dongfang Yue didn't know what role Xuan Yi and the other two had played in this. He only knew 

that he was a little confused when he received Xuan Yi's voice transmission, asking him and the others 

to put on an act and fight with them. 

He had lived for so many years and had fought with many enemies, but this was the first time he had 

heard such a request from an enemy. Although he had once doubted the other party's purpose, when 

he heard Xuan Yi say that he and uncle long were friends and uncle long had confirmed it, he was 

relieved. 

However, according to uncle long, the other two reverent-god level cultivators had no friendship with 

him. He really didn't know how these three people got together and why they all had such thoughts. 

Thinking of this, Dongfang Yue couldn't help but ask curiously,""Can those two be trusted?" He was 

referring to Xia Yi and Huang Wei, the two reverent-god level experts, who were not far away. 

Chapter 2562 Who's The Ant?(2) 

"Sure, they were the ones who came up with this idea! They don't want to be enemies with that little 

girl Xue 'er. " Xuan Yi smiled faintly. 

"Why?" Dongfang Yue didn't understand. Weren't they from rime ice? Why did they betray him so 

easily? 

"Master Yu is their idol." Xuan Yi explained. Ever since Xia Yi and Huang Wei found out about Leng 

ruoxue's identity in the Yao clan's Divine Domain and heard about Lord Yu, the two of them had been in 

a dilemma. 

In many people's hearts, Sir Yu's status was Supreme, and in their hearts, it was no exception. Moreover, 

they had never thought that the cause of Sir Yu's death would be related to Wu Lian. After knowing this, 
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they naturally had some thoughts about Wu Lian, and could no longer listen to Wu Lian's words as they 

had before. 

Basically, except for some ordinary guards, many experts in the divine lord's estate had their own ideas. 

Some of them had even used the excuse of training to leave the divine lord's estate. Wu Cheng was 

powerless to stop this. 

Dongfang Yue was relieved to hear Xuan Yi's words. However, in order to make the act more realistic, 

they did not show any mercy in the end. Xuan Yi and the others were seriously injured and fell 

awkwardly at the foot of the mountain in the land of demons. 

After doing all this, Dongfang Yue brought his men back to the mountain. 

At this moment, Wu Yan had suddenly lost contact with Xuan Yi and the others. When she saw Dongfang 

Yue and the others from the corner of her eye, the anger in her heart began to rise to the top of her 

head again. In addition, several vines had been broken. For a moment, her anger multiplied. 

However, Dongfang Yue added fuel to the fire."Wuli, we've destroyed more than half of your 

subordinates. However, considering our friendship, I've kindly left a few of them to run errands for you. 

You don't have to thank me! This is what I should do!" 

Hearing Dongfang Yue's words, Leng ruoxue was speechless. When did Dongfang Yue learn to be so 

sharp-tongued? Look at how angry ripple was, she was about to explode. 

Leng ruoxue, who could clearly sense that something was wrong with Wu ICE's emotions, instantly 

raised her guard. After panting heavily, Wu Cheng suddenly said coldly,""Leng ruoxue, you've forced me 

to do this!" 

Wu Ling's words were vicious. Her voice was like a demon from hell, making one's hair stand on end. 

Before Leng ruoxue could figure out what Wu Ling was trying to do, she saw the unparalleled beauty in 

front of her turn into a huge flower that floated in the air. The flower instantly occupied Half the Sky. 

The flower was as red as blood, and there were a few transparent dewdrops on the petals. The core of 

the flower was golden, and there were many tiny wriggling straws inside. When Leng ruoxue saw this, 

she was so disgusted that she almost vomited. 

However, when she felt the pressure from the huge flower, Leng ruoxue's intuition told her that this 

flower should be fog's true form. Furthermore, this flower was simply too big. It was almost as big as the 

entire land of demons. Compared to such a huge flower, Leng ruoxue and the others were so small that 

they could be ignored. 

 At the same time, Wu Xiao's beautiful face appeared on the pistil again. However, the expression on the 

perfect face was not friendly at all. There were two clusters of flames that were almost solid burning in 

her angry red eyes. 

"Leng ruoxue, prepare to die!" Wu Jing spoke and looked at Leng ruoxue and the rest as if they were 

dead. 

Originally, she didn't want to use her main body, but these people were really too much, and she 

couldn't bear it anymore. Now, what she wanted to do the most was to end the battle quickly and turn 



these people into her fertilizer, especially Leng ruoxue. She was the most delicious fertilizer! Even 

though Leng ruoxue's blood would taste better when she was alive, she had already decided that no 

matter if she was Dead or Alive, she had to get rid of Leng ruoxue. This woman ... Must not be left alive! 

Wu Jing's idea was good, but would Leng ruoxue and the others follow her script? These people were all 

eager to see the world in chaos. Even if the enemy was strong, they could not be weak. 

As soon as Wu Lian finished speaking, uncle long immediately left the Dragon Emperor and Phoenix 

King, who had been tortured miserably by them, and turned to Wu Lian, saying,""Do you think we have 

to die just because you want us to? Who Do You Think You Are?" 

"Yeah, Who Do You Think You Are?" 

"Hahaha! Only today did I learn that God Lord fogripple isn't even a garlic!" 

"Of course she's not a garlic, she's the most shameless bastard!" 

"Bastard? If I hear you say that, I'll cry!" 

The crowd chimed in one after another, and the petals of the giant flower trembled violently in anger. 

The ground under their feet shook as if there was an earthquake. However, uncle long and the others 

were not afraid. Instead, the smile on their faces grew wider. 

Even if they were weaker than the other party, they could not let the other party see the fear in their 

hearts. This was what everyone was thinking at this moment. Therefore, they were very calm. 

However, Wu Jing was unable to remain calm. She had thought that she could easily get rid of Leng 

ruoxue and the others, but she clearly felt that she had underestimated these people. Without any 

other choice, she could only use her trump card. 

"Die, ants!" Mist ripple couldn't take it anymore and roared. Then, thousands of vines flew towards 

them from all directions ... 

"Be careful, everyone!" Leng ruoxue let out a loud cry and flew towards the vines flying towards her. 

The cold Shadow Sword in her hand slashed out several sword rays, slashing at the sturdy and tough 

vines. At the same time, a meteor shower flew out, followed by several Dragons and phoenixes made of 

divine power. They each fought against the vines of fog ice. 

Seeing this, the demon, uncle long, and the others immediately fought in their best condition. 

For a time, everyone was in a chaotic battle with the fog. 

It had to be said that after the fog ripple returned to its original form, its strength was at least twice as 

strong as before. Just now, Leng ruoxue didn't feel so exhausted when she was fighting with Wu ice. But 

now, she could feel it. 

Was this the true strength of fog ice? He was really too powerful! 

Not only was Wu Yan powerful, but after she released her pressure, all living things in the surrounding 

hundred miles, whether they were humans, beasts, or plants, could feel the endless and terrifying 



power. Many people and beasts couldn't help but prostrate on the ground and worship in an unknown 

direction. 

Even the living beings in the distance had such a feeling, and uncle long and the others, who were close 

by, felt it even more deeply. None of them, including Dongfang Yue, had expected that rime ice would 

be so powerful. Could they deal with such a powerful rime ice now? 

Dongfang Yue and the others felt a trace of uncertainty in their hearts after Wu Xiao couldn't bear it 

anymore and revealed her true strength. However, it was impossible for them to give up. 

"Everyone, be careful. As long as you find an opportunity, escape. Where there's life, there's hope. She 

doesn't want her life, but we do!" Leng ruoxue sent an urgent message to everyone. 

Chapter 2563 Who's The Ant?(3) 

This time, no one refused. This was because they knew that if they didn't find a chance to escape, they 

would really become fertilizer for the fog. 

This was especially so for the Grand Elder of the craftsmen's Guild headquarters and the others. At this 

time, they had long been suppressed by the mist Ripple's might and looked miserable. The vines that 

were everywhere were even more difficult to guard against. Fortunately, with the poison from Shen nuo 

and the others, those vines were slightly afraid and did not dare to attack too fiercely. Otherwise, the 

consequences would be unimaginable! 

The great elder and the others knew very well that right now, they were completely holding them back. 

Therefore, they couldn't care less about losing face. They looked for an opportunity to teleport to the 

foot of the mountain, and when those vines saw that someone wanted to escape, they chased even 

more closely. 

When Leng ruoxue, who was not far away, saw this, she hurriedly teleported in the direction of the first 

elder and the rest, blocking the vines that were chasing after them. This gave the first elder and the rest 

a chance to catch their breath. After giving Leng ruoxue a deep look, the first elder, Shen nuo, and the 

other alchemists then continued to move towards a safe place. 

When the vines saw that someone had escaped, they furiously attacked Leng ruoxue. In an instant, the 

number of vines attacking Leng ruoxue increased by several times. 

Looking at the hundred threatening vines, Leng ruoxue was still waving her cold shadow to fight them 

calmly. However, it was definitely not an easy fight for her. As she fought, she had to constantly throw 

pills into her mouth. If she was not careful, she would be injured by the vines. It could be said that Leng 

ruoxue had never been forced into such a sorry state since she started cultivating. 

She wasn't the only one in a sorry state. Uncle long and the others weren't any better off. At this time, 

their bodies were covered in wounds and their Shen power was being consumed rapidly. If it was not for 

the fact that they still had enough pills in their hands, they would have become fertilizer for Jie Wu Min. 

The more they fought, the more depressed uncle long and the others became. At this moment, they 

really wanted to listen to Leng ruoxue's words and take the opportunity to escape. Unfortunately, the 

fog ice had released too many densely packed vines, causing them to not even be able to find the 

opportunity to teleport. Otherwise, he would definitely be entangled by the vines. 
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Uncle long and the others didn't even dare to imagine what the outcome would be. If this continued, 

there would only be one outcome for them, and that was to become the prisoners of fog. 

Uncle long and the others would definitely not be able to accept such an outcome. There was also Xue 

'er. If Xue' er fell into the hands of Wu Xuan, she would definitely end up in a miserable state. 

They weren't afraid of their own deaths, but the moment they thought of Xue 'er, their hearts ached. 

No! They could not let Wu Chen succeed. Even if they could not defeat Wu Chen, they could not let Xue 

'er fall into Wu Chen's hands. 

After making up their minds, uncle long and the others 'auras instantly skyrocketed. Since they couldn't 

cut the vines, they wouldn't let these vines have an easy time either. 

With this thought in mind, uncle long and the others used all their means to deal with the vines. 

Although the effect was minimal, it still caused a lot of trouble for the vines. At least they didn't all chase 

after Xue 'er. 

After fighting for a long time and not capturing a single captive, ripple mist couldn't help but feel 

frustrated. These guys were really hard to deal with! 

The Furious Rime controlled the rattan and pounced at Dongfang Yue. Dongfang Yue felt a gust of wind 

by his ear and turned his head to Dodge it alertly. However, his leg was tightly wrapped by the rattan 

that had sneaked in from the East and West. The thorns on the rattan had pierced deep into his leg. 

An intense pain instantly spread from his calf to his whole body. He immediately felt his body go numb 

and a little stiff. Seeing this, Dongfang Yue hurriedly used his weapon to cut off the vines that were 

binding him. 

"Don't move, I'll do it!" A crisp female voice rang in his ears. Dongfang Yue turned around 

subconsciously and saw Leng ruoxue, who had appeared beside him out of nowhere, waving her cold 

shadow to cut the rattan on his leg. 

Pa pa! The vine snapped and fell limply to the ground. A black, sticky liquid oozed out of the broken vine 

and gave off a foul smell. Similarly, black blood was flowing out of Dongfang Yue's calf. When Leng 

ruoxue saw this, she quickly took out an elixir and fed it to Dongfang Yue. 

"Be careful!" Suddenly, another voice rang out. At the same time, a black ray of light flew towards Leng 

ruoxue. 

Leng ruoxue quickly turned her head and saw that the vine that was very close to her had been cut into 

two by the dark light. 

Then, Leng ruoxue was pulled into a fiery embrace. 

"Xue 'er, are you hurt?" The demon asked worriedly. 

"I'm fine,"she said. Leng ruoxue felt much more at ease when she saw the demon. 

"Xue 'er ... I will protect you." The demon hesitated for a moment before saying. 



Leng ruoxue nodded and saw the reluctance in the demon's eyes. Before she could figure out what was 

going on, the laws of heaven and earth suddenly descended and covered the demon's body. 

"Evildoer ..." Leng ruoxue was dumbfounded. How could an evildoer advance at this time? 

When the crowd saw this scene, they were all shocked. A breakthrough at this moment ... Just as 

everyone was in a daze, several vines had already crept up to them and instantly bound them tightly. At 

the same time, another vine attacked Leng ruoxue. 

Leng ruoxue was caught off guard and was hit by one of the vines. However, she immediately reacted 

and swung her sword a few times, cutting the vines around her into two. 

"Hahaha! You're all dead. " When ripple mist saw this, she was neither angry nor angry. Instead, she 

laughed proudly. Hmph! Advancing at this time was really courting death! One had to know that there 

was the protection of the laws of heaven and earth during the breakthrough. She might not be able to 

do anything to that man, but after the breakthrough, she needed to rest for a while. That was also the 

time when the person who had broken through was the weakest. At that time, she would definitely be 

able to eliminate the man who was a threat to her in one fell swoop. As for the people in front of her, 

they would naturally become her most delicious fertilizer. 

When Wu Yan thought of this, she couldn't help but feel proud. 

While the evildoer was still safe from breaking through, Leng ruoxue went to uncle long and the others, 

wanting to help them cut off that annoying vine. However, when uncle long and the others saw her like 

this, they all said,""Xue 'er, don't worry about us. Go and protect the demon. We can still hold on." 

They more or less understood the intention of the evildoer's advancement. In addition, they also knew 

that the only person who could cause harm to fog ice other than Xue 'er was the evildoer. As for them, 

they were not even qualified to be bystanders. Therefore, at such an urgent time, they could not let Xue' 

er waste her energy on themselves. The evildoer was the most important thing. 

After hearing their words, Leng ruoxue felt very depressed. Of course, she knew that being a demon was 

the most important thing. However, it was impossible for her to ignore uncle long and the others. 

Seeing that Leng ruoxue was still trying to persuade them, uncle long shouted,""Xue 'er! Quickly go and 

protect that demon. His advancement is about to end. " 

Leng ruoxue turned around and saw that the laws of heaven and earth were indeed about to disappear. 

She could only say to uncle long and the others,""Then you guys must hold on, I'll come save you later." 

Uncle long and the rest nodded their heads repeatedly. They only relaxed when Leng ruoxue returned to 

the demon's side. 

A moment later. 

The laws of heaven and earth had completely disappeared, but the demon had yet to open his eyes. On 

the other hand, Wu Luan had long been impatient and was about to make a move. When Leng ruoxue 

saw this, she narrowed her beautiful eyes and covered the demon with an earthen yellow light screen to 

protect him. 



"What, you think you're my match?" Upon seeing this, Wu Lian laughed softly and said with a dark 

expression. 

"Of course I know that I'm not your match right now. However, I won't let you hurt a single hair on my 

man." Leng ruoxue said with determination. 

"Since that's the case, come and die, you ant!" Wu Han had lost his patience. 

Suddenly, the sky changed color! Lightning flashed and Thunder rumbled. This sudden phenomenon 

caused everyone, including Wu Xiao, to freeze on the spot. 

What was going on? 

A trace of uneasiness welled up in her heart. At this moment, she heard a cold voice that made her feel 

like she was falling into hell."Who are you calling an ant?" 

Wu Yan's heart turned pale with fright and she hurriedly searched for the owner of the voice. This voice, 

this voice seemed familiar, but she was very unhappy. Then, she saw the beautiful man who was 

protected by the light screen stand up. 

"You ..." Rime was so shocked that she couldn't even speak a complete sentence. Why did this man's 

aura seem so similar to that of a certain guy she hated? 

However, it was absolutely impossible for that guy to come to the divine world. The laws of heaven and 

earth would not allow him to run around. Wu Han was still clear about this in her heart. Moreover, this 

man's appearance was not exactly the same as the person she knew. Besides the aura on the two of 

them being somewhat similar, she really could not find any identical aspects. 

Thinking of this, Wu Jie was slightly relieved. 

"Of course it's you guys!" Wu Xiao roared from above. Although this man had advanced to reverent god 

level and was somewhat similar to a certain man she hated, she did not completely treat these two as 

the same person, because that was simply impossible. 

Putting aside whether that person had the chance to come to the divinity, it was impossible for him to 

know Leng ruoxue. One must know that she had basically investigated all eight generations of Leng 

ruoxue's ancestors. Hence, she was very certain that Leng ruoxue was just a small ant with good luck. 

And this little ant was still too inexperienced to go against her. Now, she was going to capture this group 

of people in one fell swoop and see who could stop her! 

It had to be said that Wu Ling was a rather confident person. Even though she had underestimated Leng 

ruoxue at the start, after she could not defeat Leng ruoxue for a long time, she decisively used her 

greatest trump card and revealed her true strength in front of Leng ruoxue. Firstly, it was to intimidate 

her, and secondly, she wanted to completely eliminate Leng ruoxue, this hidden danger. After all, in her 

opinion, Leng ruoxue was a much bigger threat than Bing Yao and the other two. 

Chapter 2564 Strength Awakens (1) 

It was precisely because they were afraid of Leng ruoxue's existence that they felt as if there was a 

dagger at their backs. That was why Wu Cheng's desire to get rid of Leng ruoxue was so strong that it 

had exceeded everyone's imagination. No one had expected that Wu Cheng's true strength was already 
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so strong that it was intimidating and unshakeable. Such a fact had dealt a heavy blow to everyone, 

including Leng ruoxue. 

The demon was even more clear that if he was hiding his strength, Xue 'er would probably die in the 

hands of Wu Xiao today. That perverted old woman obviously wouldn't let Xue 'er go. If he didn't 

recover his full strength, he wouldn't be Wu Yan's opponent at all. 

After struggling and hesitating for a long time, the demon made his final decision. Even if this decision 

might cause him to be punished by the laws of heaven and earth, he was willing to do so for Xue 'er. 

"Since we're ants, I'll let you know what an ant's counterattack is like today." The demon's voice grew 

even colder. Leng ruoxue, Dongfang Yue and the others who were close to him could feel the chill in his 

voice. It was as if there were ice shards in his voice, causing their hearts to palpitate. 

Wu Jing also noticed it, but she didn't take it seriously. In her opinion, even if the other party had 

advanced, he was only a reverent-god level. A reverent-God wanted to defeat her? Wasn't that a fool's 

dream? Unless Yuhe came personally, no one would be her match. 

After hearing the demon's words, the confident fog ice couldn't help but laugh wildly with 

ridicule,"Counterattack? Such big words! Good! Let's see how an ant like you can counterattack today!" 

With a tone of anticipation, ripple gave up on attacking the others and began to wait. 

Suddenly, there were a few rumbling thunder and lightning. The sky turned from clear to dark clouds, 

and then to pitch black. 

Was it going to rain? Leng ruoxue took a glance at the pitch-black sky. It was as if a huge mouth of a 

beast had appeared in the distance, and a spot of light had lit up as if it was breathing out clouds and 

mist. 

In an instant, the spot of light seemed to be moving and growing larger. After a while, the spot of light 

was already very close to them, and Leng ruoxue could finally see the true appearance of the spot of 

light. 

It was a Phoenix, a Black Phoenix that flickered with a dark light. It was extremely beautiful, but the dark 

aura it exuded made people feel deep fear. The Phoenix's body was huge, no weaker than the fog. It 

flew in front of them and circled the sky before stopping in front of the fog. Its huge black eyes swept 

across the fog and it said,""Little flower, let's decide the winner?" 

"Get lost! You animal! What are you doing here?" When Wu Luan saw this familiar-looking Phoenix, her 

huge petals trembled. She was obviously angry. 

Leng ruoxue looked at the familiar-looking Black Phoenix as well, not knowing what it was up to. 

However, what surprised her was that this Black Phoenix was quite polite. 

"Little flower, how can you do this to me? It really makes me sad. Why did I come here? I'm here for 

you!" The black Phoenix said with a bitter expression. It then extended its sharp beak to peck at the mist 

Ripple's large petals. Mist ripple felt pain and the flower trembled violently again. 

"Dammit! You dare to hurt me?" The consequences of riverripple's anger were severe, but the black 

Phoenix didn't seem to care at all. Instead, she said with a roguish expression,"As the saying goes, 



beating is a sign of affection, scolding is a sign of love, and loving is a sign of kicking. The more I treat you 

like this, the deeper my feelings for you are. So, you should be grateful to me. What do you think, 

Xiaohua?" 

After the black Phoenix finished speaking, it really used its thick claws to grab the petals of the mist 

Phoenix, as if it was going to kick them all the way to the ground. When ripple saw this, she couldn't 

help but take a big step back. However, her body was too large, so after taking a big step back, she 

realized that there was no way back. This fact made her feel a little embarrassed and angry. 

'Damn it!' How did this damn bird appear? Unexpected! It must have been an accident! That person 

wouldn't come to the divine world, and the rules of heaven and earth wouldn't allow him to come here 

at will. Thus, Wu Jing sincerely thought that this damn bird had lost its way, but why did she feel so 

uneasy? 

Just as fog was bewildered and uncertain, the black Phoenix said with a sad expression,""Little flower, 

why are you hiding? You'll lose a piece of meat if you let me touch you!" 

It was particularly dissatisfied with the fog's dodging. 

"I can! Get lost, don't come near me. " The mist ripple fire roared. Let this guy touch it? Even if he didn't 

die, he would still lose half his life. No one could stand the powerful corrosiveness of its body! After all, 

just being pecked by it was so painful that her heart trembled, as if her soul was burning, so she was 

very unwilling to get close to this dead bird. 

She was also very clear about the master of this damn bird. This master and servant had always been 

inseparable, so she had to be careful. If this fellow's master also came, she ... Had to think of a way out. 

However, she still didn't quite believe that person would come to the divine world. She also couldn't 

think of a reason for that person to come to the divine world. It should be known that the divine world 

and that person's world had always been like well water and river water. Moreover, the two sides had 

various transactions. She had also been trying hard to maintain a friendly relationship with the other 

party's world, so she couldn't understand why the other party would come to find trouble with her. This 

didn't make any sense. 

However, no matter how confused and depressed she was, the only nine nether Phoenix in the nine 

nether prison had come, and it was still trying to get close to her and take advantage of her. This was 

something she couldn't deny! 

If it wasn't for the fact that this wasn't the right time, ripple would have screamed at the sky."Lecherous 

Wolf!" In her eyes, the nine netherworld Dark Phoenix was just a bastard who wanted to take advantage 

of her but would hurt her! However, the bastard in Wu ICE's eyes would not consider her thoughts. 

After hearing Wu ICE's words, the nine nether Dark Phoenix smiled and said,""I'll leave just because you 

tell me to? How embarrassing would that be? And I'm not afraid to tell you the truth, this young master 

won't be leaving today, so you'd better obediently come and let me take advantage of you, 

understand?" 

"You ... You stinky hooligan!" Wu Xuan was so angry that her huge petals trembled again. The beautiful 

face that appeared in the center of the flower was filled with anger. Her face was also flushed red, and 

her fiery red eyes were now so red that they seemed to be dripping blood. 



"You're right, I'm a hooligan, who am I afraid of?" The nine nether Dark Phoenix was neither angry nor 

annoyed when she heard this. Instead, she laughed very proudly, while Wu Xiao was about to explode 

from anger. 

This fellow ... This fellow was definitely here to cause trouble. It was just that it came at the wrong time, 

and he didn't have the time to deal with it now. However, if she wanted to ignore it, would the nine 

nether Dark Phoenix grant her wish? 

One had to know that the nine nether Dark Phoenix had been summoned to temporarily hold back this 

flower. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest were in a state of confusion when they heard their conversation. This was the 

first time she knew that this nine nether Dark Phoenix was so shameless. More importantly, she really 

didn't think that there was any point in taking advantage of Wu Yan. She was a ruthless and bloodthirsty 

woman! In Wu Jing's eyes, everyone was food that could fill her stomach, so she wanted to eat everyone 

she saw. She just didn't know if she would want to eat the nine netherworld Phoenix in front of her. 

Chapter 2565 Strength Awakens (2) 

However, it seemed that the fog Phoenix had no intention of eating the black Phoenix. 

While the nine nether Dark Phoenix was restraining Wu Ling, Leng ruoxue sneaked up to uncle long and 

the others. She waved the cold shadow in her hand, trying to cut off the vines that were binding them. 

As soon as a vine was cut off, Wu Ling immediately felt the intense pain. It was only then that she 

noticed Leng ruoxue's movements and wanted to continue attacking her. 

Several vines had just been thrown out, but before they could touch Leng ruoxue, they were blocked by 

the nine nether Dark Phoenix's long tail feathers. The vines felt that the Phoenix that blocked their way 

was not to be trifled with, so they retreated in fear. However, the nine nether Dark Phoenix seemed to 

be playing with them as she used her tail feathers to chase after them. 

The game of "you chase me" had just started when Wu ice couldn't stand it anymore and 

roared,"Damned beast, what do you want?" 

Wu Chen was going crazy! The intense pain in her body continued to spread, and her heart felt as if it 

was being pricked by needles. One must know that these vines were a part of her body and also 

represented a part of her strength. Every time a vine was broken, she would lose at least a hundred 

years of cultivation. How could she not feel heartache? more importantly, she was also in pain when a 

vine was broken! 

"Little flower, if you call me an animal again, I'll rape you." The nine nether Dark Phoenix was very 

dissatisfied with the way Wu Yan had addressed her, and couldn't help but throw down some harsh 

words. Uncle long and the others, who had already been rescued, were extremely horrified when they 

heard these words. This Phoenix was so bold, it actually wanted to rape fog? 

Birds and plants? What a strong taste! Uncle long and the others forgot about the pain and couldn't help 

but let their thoughts run wild. When she saw the awkward expression on their faces, as if they had 

heard something they shouldn't have, Leng ruoxue was even more speechless and confused. 
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She didn't believe that the black Phoenix would be interested in rime ice, so could she not say 

something that would easily cause people to misunderstand? However, looking at the black Phoenix's 

disobedient and rebellious appearance, this was clearly impossible. 

As for Wu Xuan, after hearing this, she was stunned for a long time before she recovered. She was 

furious! He was extremely angry, so angry that he wanted to cut the Phoenix in front of him into eight 

pieces! F * ck! She had lived for so long, but this was the first time she had heard someone tell her to 

rape herself! He was really too bold! 

Seeing that Wu Xiao was angry again, the nine nether Dark Phoenix fearlessly explained,"Are you 

misunderstanding that I'm interested in you? Hahaha! You really like to think too much! When I said 

strong, I didn't mean the strong you think! What I want to say is, if you dare to be disrespectful to me 

again, I will pull out all your petals, cut off your vines, and turn you into a bare little flower. Oh! If you 

don't believe me, you can try. " 

"You ..." Wu Yan was so angry that she couldn't even say a complete sentence. She could only glare at 

the nine nether Dark Phoenix. The nine nether Dark Phoenix, on the other hand, looked at her 

affectionately. 

Uncle long and the others were ashamed. They had misunderstood the bird. However, this Black 

Phoenix was really infuriating. Was it planning to anger the fog to death? 

They did not understand. He could have just attacked directly, why was there a need to do so? 

However, would the nine nether Dark Phoenix tell them that she was no match for fog Phoenix? Of 

course not. The purpose of its appearance was only to restrain the B * tch, Wu Cheng, so as to buy some 

time for its master. At the same time, it also made Wu Cheng feel afraid and not dare to act rashly. The 

facts proved that this strategy was successful. 

Rime was so angry that it only knew how to tremble, and even forgot to attack. In addition, Wu Xuan 

was somewhat cautious, so she naturally didn't dare to rashly make a move. However, even so, the nine 

nether Dark Phoenix still didn't intend to let her go. Instead, he stirred up the fog from time to time, 

grabbing her flower petals and swinging her rattan. 

Looking at the nine nether Dark Phoenix having fun and how ripple was suppressing her anger, Leng 

ruoxue was at a loss for words. She turned to look at the demon. At this moment, the demon was 

standing with his eyes closed and not saying a word. His body was still flashing with dark purple electric 

sparks. The spiritual Qi of heaven and earth in the surroundings was slowly gathering around him. He 

seemed to be brewing something. 

Even though Leng ruoxue wasn't sure, she felt a sense of uneasiness and frustration in her heart. 

In order to adjust her mood, Leng ruoxue could only vent her anger on the vines that were still waving 

wildly in the air. 

"Argh! Damn it!" Only then did she suddenly realize what kind of situation she was in. She had actually 

been so distracted by that stinky black bird that she had almost forgotten about the existence of Leng 

ruoxue and the others. 



At this moment, Leng ruoxue seemed to be challenging her authority by cutting down the vines, causing 

her to be enraged. Wu Jing commanded her vines to attack Leng ruoxue, but the nine nether Dark 

Phoenix always appeared to stop her, preventing her from using her true strength. 

Mist Ripple's fire Qi rushed to the top of her head, and the flames of anger on her body seemed to have 

become real. Looking at the nine nether Dark Phoenix, who was relaxed, mist ripple couldn't bear it 

anymore and shouted,""You black bird, what do you want?" 

Damn it! She felt like she was going crazy! 

"I don't want anything! I just wanted to catch up with you. Why, you don't welcome me?" The nine 

netherworld Phoenix spoke as if he had been wronged. Leng ruoxue and the others felt sorry for him. 

However, Wu Yan did not sympathize with him. Instead, she said rather honestly,""I don't welcome you, 

but you'd better disappear from my sight immediately. Otherwise, don't blame me for being impolite!" 

"What do you mean? Why don't you show me how impolite you are?" The nine nether Dark Phoenix 

provoked her fearlessly and looked at Wu Chen with an expression that said,"what can you do to me?" 

When Wu Jing saw the other party's expression, she was so angry that she almost vomited blood. She 

wanted to be impolite to this Phoenix, but when she thought of its master behind it, she had no choice 

but to suppress the anger in her heart. So what if you have a backer? She used to have someone backing 

her, but now ... 

Thinking of her current situation, Wu Yan was sad and angry. This was clearly her territory, but she 

couldn't understand why she had to swallow her anger. Was it really because he was afraid of the other 

party's master? It was undeniable that that person was indeed a threat to her, but that guy couldn't 

come to the divine realm to find trouble with her for no reason, so fog ripple couldn't understand. What 

was she afraid of? 

However, no matter how she mentally prepared herself, she had to admit that since the beginning of 

chaos, that person had been an insurmountable mountain for her because that person would never 

pamper her as much as Yu did. That person was always looking for an opportunity to kill her, but 

unfortunately, with Yu's protection, he had never succeeded. However, that person's loathing for her 

was undoubted, just like how she loathed the other person. The two of them hated each other. 

Now that she had lost the protection of her Imperial Pet, although she really wanted to cut this rogue 

Phoenix into eight pieces, she didn't dare to make a move when she thought about how protective that 

person was. In addition, this black bird wasn't weak, and it had the corrosive talent that she hated ... 

Chapter 2566 Strength Awakens (3) 

F * ck! She had to endure it, alright? 

At the thought of this, Wu Jing's face was filled with resentment as she retracted all her vines and 

stopped her attacks. Since she was temporarily unable to attack Leng ruoxue and the rest, she could not 

just watch as the other party caused her harm. However, the hatred in her heart for Leng ruoxue only 

increased. More importantly, she could not understand why this black bird was helping Leng ruoxue. 
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However, at this moment, even if she was slow to react, she could tell that there was a 99% chance that 

this damned bird had something going on with Leng ruoxue. 

"Why are you helping Leng ruoxue? Don't tell me you've taken a fancy to her?" As soon as she thought 

of this, Wu Xiao couldn't help but ask. 

"No, I didn 't!" The netherworld prison replied without thinking. How could it dare to take a fancy to this 

little ancestor? It wasn't like he had lived long enough. 

When ripple mist heard what it said, she couldn't help but let out a long sigh. It was good that she didn't 

take a fancy to Leng ruoxue. That way, even if she killed Leng ruoxue, it shouldn't be a problem, right? 

Even though she still had some doubts in her heart, she had already started to make up her mind. It 

seemed like the other party didn't really want to stop her from killing Leng ruoxue. He was probably just 

trying to create trouble for her. 

However, just as she finished thinking about it, she heard the nine nether Dark Phoenix say,""I don't like 

her, but my master likes her, so I have to protect her." 

The truth was out! 

"Pfft!" Ripple mist was so angry that she spat out a mouthful of blood! 

Forcefully swallowing the fishy sweetness in her mouth, Wu Yan said in disbelief,""Why would your 

master take a fancy to Leng ruoxue?" 

F * ck! This was really bad news, and Wu Yan felt like she was going crazy! She glanced at Leng ruoxue's 

devastatingly beautiful face. Indeed, she had the potential to be a Vixen. However, she still could not 

understand how the two of them had hooked up. This really made her depressed. 

She wanted to get rid of Leng ruoxue so badly, even in her dreams. However, if that person were to 

interfere, she did not know if her plan to get rid of Leng ruoxue would succeed. Right now, her only 

hope was that that person would be wary of the existence of the laws of heaven and earth and would 

not dare to come to the God World. Otherwise, it would be a huge problem. 

Thinking of Cang, and thinking of that person, Wu Xiao was so depressed that her whole heart was 

entangled together. She deeply felt that Leng ruoxue was her greatest nemesis. If not, why would all the 

people that she could not hook up with stand on Leng ruoxue's side? 

She hated it! No! She would not allow such a thing to happen! Leng ruoxue must die! 

Wu Xiao made up her mind and then pretended to be calm as she said to the nine nether Dark 

Phoenix,"You said that my master has taken a fancy to her, but what proof do you have?" 

"Do you still need proof?" The nine netherworld Phoenix blinked her bright black eyes and asked in 

confusion. 

"Of course. What if you lie to me? You should know that Leng ruoxue is my enemy. Who knows if you're 

using your master to pressure me because you've taken a fancy to her?" Wu Jing said with an expression 

of disbelief. 



"Do I need to lie to you about this? If you really don't believe me, there's nothing I can do. But if you 

want to kill her, you can only step over my dead body. " The nine nether Dark Phoenix sneered, and his 

hooligan-like look was replaced by a serious one. 

"Do you really want to go against me for a woman?" Wu Xuan asked in disbelief. 

"It must be so! Otherwise, master will blame me!" The nine netherworld Phoenix said helplessly. She 

glanced at her master from the corner of her eyes, wondering when her master would complete the 

transformation of dark power. Xiao Hua seemed to be impatient. 

"If that's the case, then don't blame me." Seeing that the nine nether Dark Phoenix had made up her 

mind, Wu Yan could only say this. 

"Mm, come on! Let me experience your current strength. " The nine nether Dark Phoenix said eagerly. 

Her black eyes were so excited that they sparkled like the stars in the night sky, charming and 

extraordinary. 

 After saying that, the nine nether Dark Phoenix spat out a mouthful of Dark Flame at Wu Yao, who 

dodged in a hurry in fear. It was no joke to be touched by this corrosive Dark Flame. Moreover, the Dark 

Flame would immediately merge with the air as soon as it was spat out, making it impossible to guard 

against. 

Although she dodged the nine nether Dark Phoenix's first wave of attack with a lingering fear, Wu Yan 

still felt uncomfortable with the petals. Furthermore, when she was fighting with the nine nether Dark 

Phoenix, she did not dare to throw out her vines like how she had dealt with Leng ruoxue and the 

others. Otherwise, wouldn't she be like a sheep entering the Phoenix's mouth? 

It should be known that the nine nether Dark Phoenix's body was also corrosive. If his vines really 

touched its body, he would definitely be the one in trouble. 

After thinking for a while, Wu Yan threw out countless flower petals. Each of the beautiful fiery red 

flower petals was only the size of a baby's fist. They were exceptionally beautiful when they gently 

floated in the air, but when they fell on a person's body, they would immediately enter the person's 

body like leeches and suck away the person's blood and vitality. 

It could be said that these petals and vines had the same effect, but these petals would not make the 

fog feel the pain like the vines. However, these petals were rare goods that could only be used once, so 

the fog could not use them indefinitely. This time, it was definitely a big deal. 

"I didn't expect you to think so highly of me." Looking at the beautiful flower petals falling from the sky, 

the nine nether Dark Phoenix smiled smugly. However, it was not afraid. Instead, it smiled at Leng 

ruoxue and said,""Future netherworld Empress, light a fire." 

"Alright!" As Leng ruoxue nodded her head, a small flame flew out from her crystal-like fingertips. When 

the purple flame with a tinge of red floated into the air, it suddenly expanded into a Burning sea of fire, 

emitting a dazzling light. It instantly dried up the surrounding moisture, and the temperature in the air 

rose at the same time. When the falling petals floated around the sea of fire, they were directly 

absorbed and extinguished by the sea of fire, becoming a part of it. 



Not only that, the sea of fire seemed to have formed a vortex. The surrounding falling petals were all like 

moths flying into the fire, constantly drilling into the sea of fire. 

When Wu Yan saw this scene, she was so angry that she vomited blood! Damn it! Damn it! She was 

going crazy! Just as she was about to go crazy, the surrounding space suddenly changed again. Countless 

spiritual Qi of heaven and earth rushed in from all directions, all of them drilling into the body of the 

standing demon. Soon, the almost solid spiritual Qi wrapped the demon into a huge cocoon, emitting a 

dark light. 

Seeing this, Ripple's pupils suddenly shrank. Damn it! What was going on? As the ruler of the divine 

realm, although she had not been acknowledged by the universal bracelet and the God-protecting 

Pagoda, she knew very well that the spiritual energy of the divine realm was rushing towards the land of 

demons, and it was gathering more and more. The dark sky was filled with lightning and thunder, and an 

endless pressure was pressing down heavily on the sky above the land of demons, making even her feel 

a little uncomfortable. 

At the same time, all the cultivators and beasts in the divine realm could sense that something was 

about to happen. Judging from the direction, it should be in the land of demons. For a time, all the 

experts could not help but teleport towards the land of demons. 

As soon as they arrived at the foot of the mountain in the land of demons, the Masters felt that the 

pressure was obviously stronger than before. The dark clouds above the land of demons were getting 

thicker and thicker, and lightning bolts that were thicker than an adult's waist kept striking down from 

the sky. The Masters didn't dare to go forward, so they could only stand at the foot of the mountain in a 

daze. 

After an unknown period of time, the pressure that made the powerhouses breathless seemed to have 

disappeared. It suddenly disappeared. The powerhouses at the foot of the mountain had just heaved a 

sigh of relief when the pressure suddenly appeared again, and it was even stronger than before. 

Many experts couldn't help but kneel down and worship. They didn't even dare to have any thoughts of 

resisting under such pressure. Right at this moment, an illusionary figure appeared in the sky that was 

covered in dark clouds. Although the illusionary figure was a little blurry, it still filled the entire sky, 

causing the hearts of everyone from the divine world, as well as Beastie, to tremble violently. Those who 

were weaker could not withstand the pressure and directly fainted. 

Most of the people at the foot of the mountain in the land of demons instinctively lowered their heads. 

A few of the more courageous powerhouses only stole a glance and were dumbfounded on the spot, 

unable to come back to their senses for a long time. 

Not only was the shadow in the sky huge, but it also seemed to have eight pairs of boundless black 

wings of light behind it. On the body of the shadow, there was a bloodthirsty aura of darkness, as if it 

was a demon from hell, which was creepy. 

The people and beasts of the divine realm all experienced a baptism of fear. However, the ones who felt 

it the most were uncle long and the others on the mountain in the land of evil demons. 



This tremendous aura and shocking scene was naturally created by the demon, and this was only the tip 

of the iceberg that the people of the immortal realm had seen. At this time, the demon had not really 

woken up, but it had already made uncle long and the others bow down in worship. 

Fortunately, they were mentally prepared and knew the identity of the demon. On the other hand, Wu 

Yan was completely dumbfounded. 

Not even in her dreams would she have thought that that person had been by Leng ruoxue's side the 

entire time. This fact was a huge blow to her, causing her to be unable to regain her senses for a long 

time. 

The nine netherworld Phoenix looked at the dumbfounded Wu Xiao, then looked at the image in the sky 

that was gradually becoming clearer. It knew that its master had truly awakened his strength and 

returned. Although it was very happy, it knew that its master would definitely not be happy. 

At the thought of this, the nine nether Dark Phoenix could not help but steal a glance at Leng ruoxue. 

Although Leng ruoxue was expressionless, her beautiful eyes were filled with worry, and it revealed her 

true feelings. 

AI! This pair of unfortunate mandarin ducks! 

The nine nether Dark Phoenix couldn't help but sigh. It was well aware of how its master would be 

treated when he recovered his strength. Moreover, this was its master's own choice. Therefore, it could 

only express its regret! 

Chapter 2567 Captured (1) 

After sighing, the black Phoenix turned its gaze to Wu Chen, in case Wu Chen was too agitated and did 

something desperate. However, it was obviously a little overdone, and fog had yet to come back to its 

senses. But even so, it didn't dare to let its guard down. Otherwise, if the future nether Empress were to 

lose even a single hair, it would definitely be the one in trouble! 

Faced with such a situation, even though Leng ruoxue quickly regained her senses, the uneasiness in her 

heart grew. She did not know what would happen to the evildoer after he revealed his true strength. 

However, she knew that the evildoer was only doing this to protect himself. 

For a moment, Leng ruoxue had mixed feelings in her heart. She wanted to see a demon looking down 

on the world, but at the same time, she was afraid ... She felt conflicted. 

After an unknown period of time, Wu Xuan finally woke up before the demon opened his eyes. 

However, she kept muttering,"This is impossible! This was impossible! No! This can't be real!" 

Wu Ling screamed madly, refusing to believe what she had just seen. Then, she charged towards the 

demon who had yet to wake up. Leng ruoxue and the black Phoenix saw her and immediately stood in 

front of the demon like two war gods. 

"I'm going to kill you all!" Wu Luan had gone completely mad. The huge flower did not hesitate as it 

charged towards Leng ruoxue and the nine nether Dark Phoenix. At the same time, tens of thousands of 

vines were thrown out from the bottom of the flower, baring their fangs and brandishing their claws in 

an attempt to bind the two of them. 
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In order to protect the evildoer, Leng ruoxue and the nine netherworld Dark Phoenix did not dare to 

Dodge. The cold shadow in Leng ruoxue's hand waved non-stop, unleashing its divine might and cutting 

off countless vines. However, there were too many vines. In the blink of an eye, Leng ruoxue and the 

nine netherworld Dark Phoenix were tightly bound by several vines. 

Seeing this scene, Wu Xiao laughed in an extremely pleased manner and said fiercely,"Leng ruoxue, 

darned black bird, I'm going to kill you!" 

As Wu Xuan spoke, the vines wrapped around her tighter and tighter. Not far away, uncle long and the 

others were anxious. However, before they could rush over, more vines attacked them. 

Uncle long and the others tried their best to Dodge the vine attacks, but this time, ripple was 

determined to do it. It threw out too many vine Dragons. When they dodged one side, the other side 

quickly wrapped around them. It was impossible to guard against. 

This situation made them even more anxious. Many of them had become prisoners of the vines again. At 

this moment, their only hope was that the evildoer would wake up as soon as possible. Unfortunately, 

even after they had all become the captives of the fog, the demon still did not wake up. 

Wu Xiao was proud! The experts at the foot of the mountain could hear his laughter clearly. However, 

they didn't know what had happened on the mountain, so they didn't dare to continue to investigate. 

"I told you all that you're dead today!" After she had laughed enough, Wu Xuan turned her gaze to Leng 

ruoxue's beautiful face and said. 

His gaze on Leng ruoxue was burning with passion. Leng ruoxue was well aware of this-this fellow was 

treating her as food. However, she couldn't guarantee that Wu Jing would be able to eat her up. 

"You don't have anything else to say now, do you? If you have the ability, run! You guys keep running! 

Hahaha! You won't be able to escape!" It was unknown if Wu Jing had really suffered a huge shock, but 

those words seemed to be mumbling to herself, yet it also seemed to be directed at Leng ruoxue and 

the others. However, Leng ruoxue and the rest ignored her. The nine nether Dark Phoenix was even 

looking at her with disdain, not even bothering to look at her face. 

"You damn bird, didn't you say you were going to force me? Come on! I'll be waiting!" Wu Xiao 

continued to provoke the nine nether Dark Phoenix, but the nine nether Dark Phoenix only softly spat 

out two words,""Idiot!" He had angered Wu Jing again. 

"Who are you calling an idiot? You're my prisoner now? Your life and death are in my hands, and you 

still don't behave? Do you not want to live anymore?" Wu Xiao was very angry. The more she looked at 

the nine nether Dark Phoenix, the more she found it an eyesore. 

"I want to live! But I don't think I'm your prisoner. Don't forget, my master is about to recover his 

strength. At that time, it's not certain who will live and who will die!" The nine nether Dark Phoenix 

sneered. He had already cursed all 18 generations of Wuli's ancestors in his heart. However, he only 

reacted after he had cursed. That old witch, Wuli, had no ancestors at all. It was equivalent to him 

cursing in vain. 

Upon hearing its words, Wu Han laughed even more wildly."Hahaha! You're all in my hands, so even if 

your master has recovered his strength, what can he do to me?" 



She admitted that she was a little afraid of that person, but so many years had passed, and her strength 

had increased by a lot. Therefore, she did not think that the other party could do anything to her easily. 

Moreover, she had the protection of the laws of heaven and earth, so she was absolutely fearless. She 

was very confident that the person would not dare to kill her. 

"So you're saying that you're not afraid of the evildoers because we're your hostages?" Leng ruoxue 

blinked her beautiful eyes and asked with an innocent look. 

"Of course, Leng ruoxue, I will definitely treat you well and let you personally witness them being eaten 

by me one by one before it's your turn. How is it? I've taken good care of you, right?" Said ripple with a 

smile. She was in a good mood after capturing Leng ruoxue and the others, and her tone became 

gentler. More importantly, a living Leng ruoxue was much more useful than a dead one. 

"Yes, do I need to thank you?" Leng ruoxue replied calmly. The moment she spoke, she felt an obvious 

pain in her body, as if something sharp had pierced into her body. Then, her blood was flowing out 

rapidly. Wu Xuan, who was opposite her, had a look of enjoyment on her face, as if she was tasting a 

delicious meal. 

Leng ruoxue knew that this fellow was sucking on her blood. However, Wu Jing stopped after sucking a 

little and said with a satisfied expression,""As expected of the chaotic divine body. This blood is 

delicious! Leng ruoxue, don't worry, I won't kill you immediately. I'll keep you alive to produce blood for 

me. I'll kill you after I've squeezed out the last drop of blood from your body. " 

Wu Xuan said with a proud expression. She thought that after saying these words, Leng ruoxue would be 

afraid or have some abnormal reaction. Who knew that she would still remain calm as if nothing had 

happened. This made Wu Xuan puzzled. 

"You should also drink some of my blood! My blood is also very delicious. " Suddenly, the nine 

netherworld Phoenix requested shamelessly. 

"Get lost! Who wants to suck your blood!" When Wu Jing heard this, she was so angry that her whole 

flower trembled violently again. She couldn't help but curse in her heart. Can this guy's blood be eaten? 

How dirty! One had to know that she had a rather high requirement for blood. Only the fiery blood of 

the people of the divine realm was most suitable for her. 

Oh! Who would he eat next? 

After roaring at the nine netherworld Dark Phoenix, Wu Yan started to care about the order of her meal. 

Her beautiful eyes swept across uncle long and the others before finally fixing on Dongfang Yue. 

Walking in front of Dongfang Yue, Wu Ling smiled and said,"Dongfang Yue, do you think you can escape 

from my grasp? Hmph! You're still caught by me. " 

Chapter 2568 Captured (2) 

When Dongfang Yue heard this, he returned a faint smile and turned his head away in disgust, not 

looking at the fog ice at all. It was as if the fog ice was something dirty that would pollute his eyes. 

"Dongfang Yue, don't refuse a toast only to drink a forfeit." Dongfang Yue's attitude infuriated ripple 

mist again. However, he still remained expressionless in the face of the fiendish ripple mist. 
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"I'm going to kill you!" Wu Jing continued to roar, and her vines danced wildly in the air, showing her 

anger. 

"You've been saying this for many years. But I'm still alive and well. " Finally, Dongfang Yue was willing to 

give her a reaction. 

When Wu mo heard this, she choked. At this moment, she heard Leng ruoxue's voice,""She wants to kill 

you, but can she bear to?" 

Turning around, Wu Jing walked back to Leng ruoxue's side and said,""From what you've said, you seem 

to understand me quite well." 

"It's just average!" Leng ruoxue had no intention of being humble. 

"Then tell me, will I kill you in a fit of anger?" Riverripple asked, suppressing her anger. Leng ruoxue 's' 

I've already seen through you 'expression made her extremely unhappy. 

Who knew that the moment she finished speaking, she would receive a huge amount of disdain from 

Leng ruoxue. Then, she heard Leng ruoxue say indifferently,""Didn't you just say that you would keep 

me alive to produce blood for you? how could you bear to kill me? God Lord fogripple, I didn't think that 

your memories would deteriorate so quickly. You've just finished speaking, and you've already 

forgotten?" God Lord fogripple asked. 

Leng ruoxue had a look of realization. 

This expression almost drove ripple of mist mad. After taking a few deep breaths, Wu Xuan forced 

herself to calm down. She did not want to fall for the trap of this cunning woman, Leng ruoxue. 

However, no matter how she consoled herself, when she saw Leng ruoxue's fearless and beautiful face, 

she felt as if a huge stone was blocking her heart. The feeling of not being able to go up or down made 

her feel extremely aggrieved. 

Seeing that Wu Ling had stopped speaking, Leng ruoxue tactfully shut her mouth and stopped angering 

her. 

After a long time. 

"Leng ruoxue, you're dead meat!" Wu Cheng gritted her teeth. 

She was already so angry that she didn't know what to say. In her eyes, Leng ruoxue was a tough nut to 

crack, and threats were useless! He didn't scare her either! So, she didn't know what kind of attitude she 

should use to treat this hateful woman in front of her. 

What was even more unbearable was that after Leng ruoxue heard what she said, she suggested with an 

innocent face,""Can't we change the way we speak? I'm getting calluses in my ears from hearing this. " 

"Leng ruoxue, you're really not afraid of death?" Ripple asked, grinding her teeth. 

"I'm scared! However, I don't think you can kill me. " Leng ruoxue provoked him on purpose. 

"You, you ..." Wu Luan was driven mad by her words. If she could, she wanted to kill Leng ruoxue right 

now. However, she really couldn't bear to do so. One had to know that the chaotic divine body was 



extremely rare. Without Leng ruoxue, she didn't know when she would be able to meet the next person 

with the chaotic divine body! 

"I didn't say anything wrong, right?" Seeing that the other party was at a loss for words, Leng ruoxue 

continued to provoke him. 

When uncle long and the others saw this, they really didn't know what to say. Xue 'er was clearly 

deliberately running into fog ripple! And Xue 'er's purpose was definitely to draw Wu Chen's attention 

back from them. To put it bluntly, it was all to protect them. 

At that moment, everyone felt warm in their hearts. Although they had all been captured, with Xue 'er 

around, they were not afraid. At worst, they would just die! If they died, they could go to the nine 

nether prison, which was the dark mistress's territory. They wouldn't suffer any losses either, and they 

could still eat and drink there. 

Thinking of this, everyone became even calmer. 

At this moment, the fog hand pointed at uncle long and the others and shouted,""Then do you believe 

that I will kill them right now?" 

Leng ruoxue blinked, then blinked again before saying,""I don't believe it!" 

"Why don't you believe me?" This time, Wu Yan was really angry. Her roar broke, and her sharp voice 

frightened many experts at the foot of the mountain. 

"You don't have the time to kill them." Leng ruoxue said confidently. 

"……" 

Not only was fog stunned by these words, even Uncle long and the others were dumbfounded. These 

words had a deep meaning! However, they did not know what it was. Could it be that the Mistress of 

the Dark World had awakened? At the thought of this possibility, uncle long and the others were all 

excited. 

Wu Yan had also thought of this possibility. Her eyes glanced at the demon with uncertainty and saw 

that his eyes were still closed. His long eyelashes covered his eyelids, leaving two rows of shadows 

around his eyes. She clearly hadn't woken up yet! 

After taking a look, Wu Jing was relieved. She could not scare herself, and she could not fall into Leng 

ruoxue's trap. But just as she thought this, suddenly, she felt a gurgling sound from the bottom of the 

flower's core, which was her transformed stomach. She didn't know why, but there was an instant pain 

there, as if she was going to relieve herself. 

F * ck! What was going on? After cultivating for so many years, she was so powerful that she didn't need 

to relieve herself. But now, she wanted to go to the toilet. What was going on? 

Wu Chen was burning with anger! His fiery red eyes instantly glared at Leng ruoxue like a sharp blade as 

he roared fiercely,""Did you do it? You actually poisoned me?" 



Although she said this, Wu Yan still couldn't believe it. When did this happen? And what kind of poison 

was this? One had to know that she was a poisonous flower, and ordinary poison had no effect on her. 

But now, she felt quite uncomfortable. 

Upon hearing that Wu Xuan was suspected to have been poisoned, uncle long and the rest looked at 

Leng ruoxue with admiration. Xue 'er was amazing! He had actually unknowingly poisoned that old 

witch, Wu Chen, hehe! It really vented his hatred! Thinking of this, they couldn't help but laugh. 

Hearing the laughter, Wu Yan was even more annoyed, but her stomach was really in pain. She looked 

around but couldn't find a hidden place. It was all because of their previous sneak attacks and battles. A 

few mountains in the land of demons had been razed to the ground, and all the trees had been burned. 

Now, there was almost nothing in the way that could be seen in the distance. 

If she really wanted to find a place to relieve herself, then she would definitely be exposed! This fact 

made Wu Chen even more frantic! 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue saw that mist ripple was feeling rather uncomfortable, so she kindly 

explained,""I didn't poison you. I only poisoned myself, and you sucked my blood. That's why you fell for 

it." 

Leng ruoxue's words were said in a carefree manner, but to Ripple's ears, it was as if a demon had come 

knocking on her door. She really hated this woman in front of her to death! 

"What drug did you give yourself?" Wu Xuan asked fiercely. 

"Don't worry, it's not poison. I just took some digestive pills. To put it bluntly, it'll make me have 

diarrhea." Leng ruoxue answered honestly. 

"Dammit! What are you doing with digestive pills?" Wu Jing felt that she would be driven mad by Leng 

ruoxue's logic one day. No way! She had to get rid of this woman as soon as possible. Otherwise, she 

might die of anger. 

Chapter 2569 Captured (3) 

"I've been having indigestion these days. I'm a little constipated." Leng ruoxue said, a little embarrassed. 

"Constipated?" "F * ck!" Ripple shouted. She had never heard of gods being constipated. This woman 

must be messing with her on purpose. 

Ripple of mist instantly thought things through and became even angrier. She glared at Leng ruoxue with 

fire-spitting eyes and roared,"Give me the antidote!" 

F * ck! She couldn't take it anymore. 

"There's no antidote. How can there be an antidote for a pill that has been digested?" Leng ruoxue said 

innocently. Her face was red as though it was written,'this has nothing to do with me'. 

"How can there be no antidote?" Wu Jing didn't believe this at all. Her intuition told her that Leng 

ruoxue was deliberately not handing over the antidote so that she could embarrass her. 
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"I'll be fine after a few diarrhea. Why do I need an antidote?" Leng ruoxue looked at Wu Jing as if she 

was an idiot and asked in amusement. 

"I don't want to have diarrhea now!" Rime gritted her teeth. If she could, she wanted to tear Leng 

ruoxue into pieces and eat her. 

"I'm afraid that's not possible. I ate it because I was constipated. So, how could you not have diarrhea?" 

Leng ruoxue said helplessly. 

"Then why are you fine? you didn't have diarrhea?" When Wu Jing saw Leng ruoxue's lively appearance, 

her heart felt stifled. This fellow must be lying to her! 

"My constipation is too serious, and the pill didn't work. I thought the pill had expired! But now, it 

seemed that it was still useful. Hurry up and find a place to relieve yourself! Otherwise, it'll be too 

unsightly. " Leng ruoxue suggested. 

"You don't have to worry about this!" Rime's face was red as she shouted at the top of her lungs. 

After shouting, she searched around and still couldn't make up her mind. However, her stomach was 

getting more and more uncomfortable. She really couldn't stand it! Moreover, this was the first time she 

had suffered from diarrhea in her life, so she was quite at a loss. 

Forget it, I'll just find a random place! This could not go on! 

Wu Jing let go of her pride and Noble self-esteem. She decided to settle her physical needs first before 

coming back to deal with Leng ruoxue and the others. This time, she would not let these people off, 

including Leng ruoxue. 

After making up her mind, Wu Chen directly teleported away. 

Seeing that she had really left, the nine nether Dark Phoenix blinked her big black eyes and asked with a 

speechless expression,""She left us behind and found a place to take a dump. What should we do?" 

"What else can we do? of course, we'll wait!" Leng ruoxue said nonchalantly. 

"Uh! Aren't you going to think of a way to escape?" The nine netherworld Phoenix couldn't help but ask. 

"Why don't you try to escape?" Leng ruoxue glanced at the vine that was binding the nine nether Dark 

Phoenix tightly. 

"I'd better stay here!" The nine nether Dark Phoenix was very practical. Before she was caught, it was 

not easy to break even a single vine, let alone now. 

Just as the two of them were chatting, Wu Han, who had finished satisfying his body's needs, returned. 

When she saw Leng ruoxue, the anger in Ripple's heart rose again. Then, she flashed in front of Leng 

ruoxue. 

"Is there something?" Leng ruoxue pretended to be confused and asked. 

"I'm going to kill you!" This was the same sentence that Leng ruoxue was sick of hearing. 



As expected, Leng ruoxue rolled her eyes at her and said with a face full of dissatisfaction,""Don't you 

have anything new to say? Do you need me to teach you something new?" 

"Die!" Having experienced something she had never experienced before, the hatred she felt towards 

Leng ruoxue had multiplied. Thus, she had changed her mind and wanted to start with Leng ruoxue. 

With that, she stretched out the tiny straw from the flower pot in front of Leng ruoxue. Looking at the 

densely packed straw that was wriggling non-stop, Leng ruoxue felt nauseated. Couldn't this thing look 

cuter? She would rather die in the hands of cute, fluffy little animals than become food for these 

disgusting straws. 

It was a pity that Wu Jing could not hear her inner thoughts. After the thin straw smelled the fresh blood 

of Leng ruoxue, it became even more excited. The straw seemed to have a mind of its own as it 

clamored and danced wildly, reaching out its demonic claws towards Leng ruoxue ... 

Seeing this, uncle long and the others hurriedly cursed at Wu Jing in an attempt to distract her. 

"Wuchen, you unloved old woman. What kind of ability do you have to bully a little girl?" 

"Wuchen, you're so evil. No wonder master Yu doesn't like you." 

"Wuchen, you ugly freak. I've never seen an old woman uglier than you. You're destined to be unloved 

in this life." 

Everyone was cursing at her at the same time, rubbing salt into her wounds. They were all rubbing salt 

into her wounds, making the veins on her forehead pop. Then, she watched as she used her vines to 

stuff the mouths of uncle long and the others. Only then did her ears calm down. 

"Rime, ugly, old woman, no one loves you. Hahaha!" The nine nether Dark Phoenix, who could still 

speak, repeated the words that uncle long and the others had just said to her. She laughed wantonly. 

"You shut up!" "Shut up!" Ripple mist shouted. However, the nine nether Dark Phoenix was not under 

her control, so the black Phoenix continued to repeat these words in her ear noisily, which made her 

angry. 

However, she still had a trace of rationality left in her. She still set her target on Leng ruoxue. The 

countless straw that had been stretched out reached Leng ruoxue in an instant. Just as they were about 

to Pierce deep into her skin, she suddenly felt an extremely intense pain. Then, she saw that all her 

straw had broken into two and fell to the ground. 

The straws that fell to the ground weren't completely dead yet. They kept wriggling on the ground. 

Then, a pair of big feet stepped on the straws, and the tiny straws that were still moving stubbornly 

disappeared from the world. 

"Detestable! Who did this?" She endured the pain and raised her head. What entered her eyes was a 

pair of cold black eyes. Those black eyes seemed to have a vortex that wanted to suck people in, giving 

people a dark and cold feeling. 

It was him! He was awake! The fog ripple was greatly shocked. The man in front of her had made such a 

big commotion, so why did he wake up without a sound? Ripple of fog couldn't understand. The 



awakened evildoer didn't give her any time to think. A few black light blades flew out from his hands and 

cut off the vines that were binding Leng ruoxue and the others. 

Uncle long and the others, who had regained their freedom, quickly gathered around the evildoer. The 

vines seemed to be afraid of the evildoer's innate pressure and retreated back to the side of the fog. 

"Do you really want to go against me for this woman?" After forcing herself to calm down, Wu Yan 

asked with a slightly nervous heart. 

"So what if I am?" The demon said indifferently. 

"Aren't you afraid of the punishment from the laws of heaven and earth?" Wu Chen threatened. 

"In order to protect my woman, what's the big deal about the punishment of the laws of heaven and 

earth? I won't let you have the chance to hurt Xue 'er. " The demon said coldly as he looked at Leng 

ruoxue's injuries. At the same time, he blamed himself for awakening too late and causing Xue 'er to be 

injured! 

Leng ruoxue sensed the evildoer's thoughts and gave him a comforting look, indicating that she was fine. 

Wu Yan looked at the two people in front of her who were flirting with each other as if there was no one 

else around, and she felt quite upset. 

F * ck! This adulterous couple! It was really an eyesore. 

Fog ripple was burning with jealousy, but before she could make a move, the evildoer, who was bent on 

avenging his woman, directly launched an attack at fog ripple. When fog ripple saw this, she was so 

frightened that she quickly dodged. 

In the past, she had been taught a lesson by this man many times, and this had left a shadow in her 

heart. So, even if her strength was much stronger than before, even if she did a lot of self-consoling, 

when facing this demon, she still felt extremely pressured. 

The demon's attacks were Swift and fierce, not giving her any time to think or catch her breath. Her own 

vines were completely vulnerable in front of the Mistress of the Dark World who had already recovered 

her full strength. In the face of this situation, ripple was filled with hatred. 

More importantly, the man in front of her closed in on her step by step. His attacks were fast, ruthless, 

and accurate. He did not care about their past relationship at all. He was determined to kill her. This kind 

of result was something she had not expected. 

"You really don't care about our years of friendship and want to stand up for this woman?" Wu Chen, 

who didn't have the slightest advantage, deliberately spoke in a flirtatious manner and even took the 

opportunity to look at Leng ruoxue provocatively. 

She was betting that Leng ruoxue did not know about her relationship with the evildoer. 

Unfortunately, Leng ruoxue did not fall for it. She did not even bother to look at her. Instead, the demon 

answered honestly,""Do we have any old feelings? How come I didn't know? From what I remember, 

I've always wanted to kill you since the day I met you. However, you had that idiot Yu's support and you 

rarely appeared in front of me, so I didn't have many chances to kill you. But today, don't think that I'll 

let you go. " 



After saying that, the demon attacked even more fiercely. The black light balls in his hands expanded 

into a huge black ball in mid-air. The ball-shaped light rings expanded and then contracted. Then, with a 

few loud bangs, the ball exploded in front of the fog. The vines around the fog were instantly blown into 

pieces. Even the beautiful fiery red petals on the outermost layer of the flower were blown into pieces. 

It was a terrible sight. 

Wu Xiao was badly injured. 

Seeing that she had been injured, mist was furious. She could not accept the fact that she had been 

injured so badly in just a short confrontation. 

In fact, after so many years, Wu Yan had been trying to use various means to improve her strength every 

day, and her strength had indeed improved greatly. When she faced the demon, she would not have 

been defeated so easily. However, her fear of the demon was too deep, so when she fought with the 

demon, she always had stage fright involuntarily. This gave the demon the opportunity to hit the target 

in one strike. 

Of course, the demon was not willing to let go of such an opportunity. Each of his moves could basically 

be regarded as fatal, but Wu ICE's strength was much stronger than before, so it was not easy to kill her. 

However, under the constant pressure of the demon's killer moves, rime ice gradually found the 

strength to resist, let alone fight back ... 

Chapter 2570 Breaking Up The Couple (1) 

Under the pressure of the evildoer, the fog Phoenix became more and more embarrassed. However, the 

evildoer did not seem to have any intention of letting the fog Phoenix off. Very soon, the fog Phoenix 

had thrown away her armor and was completely defeated. The thick, fiery red petals on the huge flower 

had fallen into pieces. The fog Phoenix at this time was in sharp contrast to her previous high-spirited 

self. 

Even so, the demon did not stop. 

"Are you really going to kill me?" When the demon attacked fog ice from the air to the ground and was 

about to make a ruthless move, the angry and frightened fog ice quickly questioned him loudly. 

"How can this be fake?" The demon sneered. 

"No! You can't kill me! The laws of heaven and earth will not let you off!" Wu Yan warned loudly. The 

blood in her fiery red eyes became more and more red, and the look in her eyes was somewhat crazy. 

This was her last resort. If the other party still insisted on doing things her way, she was afraid that she 

would really die. At this moment, fear that she had never felt before had already spread through her 

body. She had never felt so close to death before. 

"Do you think I'm afraid of the rules of heaven and earth?" The demon continued to sneer and glanced 

at Wu Chen as if he was looking at a dead person, as if she had just told a big joke. 

"The rules of heaven and earth will punish you." The mist used the laws of the world as a shield, but the 

demon was clearly unmoved. He said in an even colder voice,"I also want to see what kind of 

punishment the heaven Earth Law will give me." 
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As he finished speaking, the black nether power in the demon's hand began to condense, and it grew 

larger and larger. At this moment, Wu ICE's face grew paler and paler. Looking at the eerie black ball of 

nether power, Wu ice felt despair, and couldn't help but shout in her heart,"laws of heaven and earth, 

save me quickly!" 

The only thing she could count on now was the laws of heaven and earth. Otherwise, she would only be 

left with death. However, why had the damned laws of the world not appeared yet? Wu Xiao was a little 

anxious. 

The ball of dark power was also slowly gathering until it was the size of a baby's fist. The demon then 

threw the ball of dark power in his hand at the fog, and the fog closed her eyes in despair. 

At this moment, a slightly aged voice sounded in everyone's ears. 

"Stop! You can't kill her!" The melodious voice seemed to have come from the sky, and it felt so far away 

from them. However, it was just as they had said. The black ball of underworld power had encountered 

resistance and could not move forward before it had even touched the fog. When the fog heard this 

voice, a huge stone in its heart was finally lifted. 

Fortunately, his life was saved. With the interference of the laws of heaven and earth, she believed that 

this despicable man in front of her would not be able to kill her even if he wanted to. Wu Xiao was 

relieved. 

However, the evildoer was not in a good mood. Although he knew that the regulations of the heaven 

and earth would meddle in other people's business, when that guy really appeared, he still felt 

depressed. He shouted at the sky in a bad mood,"Mind your own business!" 

"I'm following the will of the heavens. You can't kill her. " The heaven Earth Law said somewhat 

stubbornly, its tone full of helplessness. Clearly, this man in front of it gave it a headache. 

"What if I have to kill him?" The demon probed. In reality, although he wanted to, he knew that it would 

be very difficult for him to kill her. It was not that he could not kill her, but as long as the laws of heaven 

and earth were present, he could forget about killing her. The laws of heaven and earth would never 

allow him to commit murder in the immortal realm! He was well aware of this. 

"I will stop you." The laws of heaven and earth were silent for a long time before speaking. 

"Do you really have to do this?" The demon's face darkened as he asked unhappily. 

"I have no choice. You can't interfere with the divine realm's matters. Don't break the rules. " The 

heaven Earth Law said indifferently. 

"Demon, forget it. Let this woman off for the time being!" Upon hearing this, Leng ruoxue was afraid 

that the demon would start a fight with the laws of heaven and earth, so she could only play the 

peacemaker. She did not wish for the demon to be punished because of fog. 

"Xue 'er, this woman is a disaster." Seeing that Xue 'er was about to release him, the demon couldn't 

help but remind her. 



"I know that she's badly injured now. I'm afraid that she won't be able to harm us for a while. So, I'll 

spare her life for the time being!" Leng ruoxue laughed lightly, then turned to fog ripple and 

said,""Wuchen, I won't kill you today. Look at how kind I am, right? Let's get along well!" 

Leng ruoxue's words were said in a carefree manner. The magnanimous expression on her face fully 

displayed her kindness. However, in reality, she was not a Saint. She merely did not wish for the demon 

to clash with the regulations of heaven and earth because of the fog ice. Otherwise, who knew what 

crime the regulations of heaven and earth in charge of the heavenly punishment would pin on the 

demon? she did not dare to take the risk. 

Moreover, Wu Yan's injuries were not light. Even if he really wanted to find trouble with her, he still had 

to see if she had the ability to do so. So for now, they might really be able to live in peace and not 

interfere with each other. This was also what Leng ruoxue needed the most at the moment. 

As for the future, it would be a battle between her and Wu Yan! As long as she was given time. 

After the demon heard Leng ruoxue's words, he nodded his head unwillingly,""Alright! For Xue 'er's 

sake, I won't kill this evil woman. " 

When ripple mist heard this, she glared hatefully at Leng ruoxue and the demon, then teleported away. 

Taking advantage of the fact that the laws of heaven and earth were making decisions for him, if he 

didn't cower now, when would he? 

When uncle long and the others saw that the mist ripple had disappeared, they were filled with regret. 

What a pity! Just a little bit more. How good would it be if this scourge was eliminated? then, the divine 

realm would also stop. It was a pity that with the interference of the laws of the world, they knew that 

their thoughts could not be realized. 

After she left, the demon looked up at the sky and shouted,"That woman has already left. You can leave 

too." 

There was no reply from the sky for a long time after he finished speaking. 

Just when everyone thought that the laws of heaven and earth had left, a sinister voice suddenly came 

from the sky,""I should leave, but you can't stay either. Hehe!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, the demon was immediately enveloped by a ball of light that emitted 

five-colored light. Seeing this, the demon struggled and shouted,""Damn it, let me go!" 

"Freak!" Leng ruoxue also looked at the evildoer worriedly. She wanted to get close to him but was 

blocked by something. She could only look up at the sky. 

"Mistress of the Dark World, you should be punished for sneaking into the divine world. You should go 

back to where you came from! This isn't a place you should be!" The laws of heaven and earth said. 

Seeing this, the demon wanted to curse, but before he could open his mouth, his body seemed to be 

sucked in by something and he couldn't move. 

In an instant, the five-colored ball of light emitted a dazzling light. It was so bright that Leng ruoxue and 

the rest could not even open their eyes. When they opened their eyes, the five-colored ball of light and 

the demon had already disappeared. 



"Freak! A monster!" Leng ruoxue shouted, feeling extremely uneasy. However, she did not respond. 

"Damn the laws of heaven and earth, where did you put this monster!" Leng ruoxue saw that no one 

was responding and could only roar towards the sky. 

 


